RANDY PRESCOTT. Randy now lives in Alexandria, VA. He has been married to Diane Marie Prescott
for 30 years—they met at Jet Propulsion Laboratory where she was a CalTech Software Engineer.
Altogether he has five children: four daughters and one son. His oldest daughter, Tracy, received a PhD in
PT from USC. His second daughter is in Georgetown Law School and working for the US Department of
Education as a congressional liaison. His other children are at George Mason in Washington DC and
Virginia Tech. Plus, they have a mini Australian Shepherd and two Maine Coon cats! He retired at age 65
and finds himself volunteering a lot: dog therapy, Mexican Embassy host, MS Office Instructor and PGA
Scoreboard supervisor. His latest volunteering gig is at the Office of Presidential Correspondence—that
means if you write to the President of the United States, the response may be written by Randy! His
greatest accomplishments since high school include: (Lockheed) Wrote all RADAR and IR control
software for F-117 Stealth Fighter; was the Team Lead on Stealth Cruise Missile. At Jet Propulsion Labs,
he wrote Spaceflight Operations Center software to support Voyager-2 at Uranus and Neptune; and pointed
antennas at quasars. At Boeing, he wrote software for Spacecraft, Satellites, and Aircraft. His last
assignment was at Missile Defense National Team in Washington DC, integrating top-level control
programs. His favorite memory at Burbank High, Randy says: This one is easy. Back in 12th grade, I had
Ms. Scott for English. One day she assigned us another “girly” book to read—something like Scarlet
Letter. I couldn’t resist and questioned her judgment. She in turn made me move my desk out into the hall
and sit there for the rest of the class. It was actually fun out there, I was very popular with passerbys. Well,
later in the day, I was notified to visit the Principal’s Office. When I arrived, the Principal and the VicePrincipal started to shake my hand. As it turned out they had called me down to congratulate me for some
worthless award. Of course, I didn’t know that and I responded with “What happened? Did she
quit?” Randy has some advice to his classmates: Don’t go to law school. Law is good; lawyers aren’t.

